Afro Latinas
For my Afro-Latinas. We got the dark skin
The only thing that separates us, is a stop on a slave
ship
Yeah the rhythm in your veins, is rhythm in my veins
Our rhythm is the same.
La sangre tu your veins is sangre in my veins
Our sangre is the same
Tenamos Alma- We got soul
Queen Celia said, Life is a carnival
Tenamos Alma – We got soul
Youruba, Igbo, spread to the Americas boats
In Lak’ech - You are the other me
When we look in the mirror we see the same thing
Melanin poppin, poppin , skin so clean
Shining, glowing, Nubian, dark skin white teeth

This is for my Afro-Latinas who got the dark skin
Don’t ever let them separate you
From your country of origin
Yeah the Beauty in your veins is Beauty in their
veins
Y’all beauty is the same
The sangre in your veins is sangre in their veins
The sangre is the same

When you think of the coconut
You only think of the white
But the brown shell is the same as the meat that’s
inside
Colorism has its reach on every coast a
Hatred of skin got some bleaching like Sosa
For my Afro-Latinas We got the dark skin
White skin doesn’t make you Latino
The only thing that separates us, is a stop on a slave
La unica raza de piel blanca son los gingos
ship
Negrita & Mestiso es los mismo
Yeah the rhythm in your veins is rhythm in my veins
Blanco y Miskito es los mismo
Our rhythm is the same
Moreno y pardo es los mismo
La sangre tu your veins is sangre in my veins
Moro y Javao, Es los mismo
Our sangre is the same!
It’s all the same all the same, all the same
Every place I go I’m visiting the city that has emphasis
The only difference is in your brain, in your brain
Of melanin living in like millions of Brazilians
Black skin don’t mean dirty or poor its gold
In Bolivia its Yunga, Cristibal in Panama
Rich in melanin, rich in rhythm and soul
Peru, Yaputero where I can get my dancing on,
In Belize I’m in Dangrigo y El Cayo
Or I feel the breeze dancing on the playa
Costa Rica, Guanacaste. Venezuela, Caradobo
Honduras, Bay Island. Nicaragua, Orinoco
Atlanta and Watts and Havana are the same
Santa Domino and Detroit are the same
San Juan, Cleveland and Oakland are the same
Rio de Janeiro looks like Howard to me
Your Abuela looks like Big Mamma to me
Cumbia and Bachata sounds like afro beats
Two stepping or salsa both moves the feet.

